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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a novel, compact, purely quatemion-based closed-form solution to the abso-
lute orientation problem is introduced. At the core of this new research is the discovery of
the linear relationship between the products of the components of the absolute orientation
quatemion and the points themselves. These products can be expressed as a ratio of sums
and differenct?s of triple products. The compact nature of th~ new form also allows an
algebraic-form exploration of how the new formulations responds to noisy input.
This basic formulation is extended, via a RANSAC-like framework, into an algorithm
which can handle an arbitrary number of input points. Through repeated subsampling,
.
the new algorithm gathers a collection of estimates, each with their own quantitative "per-
formance" metric, which reflects the general accuracy of the estimate. The final rotation
estimate is calculated via a weighted sum of the estimate collection.
A series of metrics for evaluating the performance of an absolute orientation algorithm
is also introduced. Through simulation, these metrics are used to perform a quantitative
analysis of an existing least-squares approach and the new algorithm.
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CHAPTER 2
Introduction and Background
2.1 The Absolute Orientation Problem Defined
Although the precise definition of the absolute orientation problem varies across the liter-
ature of computer vision, computer graphics, and photogrammetry, its essence remains the
same: how can one determine the correspondence between two different three-dimensional
coordinate systems?
Just as the basic geo~etry of computer vision is rooted in photogrammetry, much of
the terminology is as well. For instance, consider the definition of the absolute orientation
problem as stated in the 1966 Manual of Photogrammetry [Tho66]:
the adjustments of [a] relatively oriented model, to make it conform in scale
and in horizontal and vertical position with the datums of [a] map sheet.
In [Hor86], B. K. P. Horn makes a similar, but more general observation. To paraphrase
Horn, there is often a need to relate three-dimensional coordinates determined by a system
capable of measuring distances, to coordinate measures in another system. A more formal
definition comes from the glossary of Haralick and Shapiro [HS93]. They consider the
3
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absolute orientation problem to be:
the rotation and translation transformations by which one or more carnera
reference frames can be made to correspond to a world reference frame, com-
puted on the basis of corresponding 3D points.
It is interesting to note that Haralick and Shapiro only mention the possibility of a
uniform scaling component in their glossary.
This thesis will define the absolute orientation problem to be: the determination of the
translational, rotational, and uniform scalar correspondence between two different Carte-
sian coordinate systems given a collection of corresponding point pairs. This thesis will
not concern itself with the related relative orientation problem: given a pair of images and
corresponding image points, determine the relative translational and rotational correspon-
dence between the two imaging systems.
In practice, the absolute orientation problem is usually a single step within a larger
problem. Also, every application that solves the absolute orientation problem must first
obtain 3D points. There are a multitude of techniques for doing so; including using a
laser range finder, stereo algorithms, structure from motion, or shape from shading. In
addition, if an absolute orientation algorithm is to be implemented "as-is," then a separate.
feature-matching stage is required. (Although it is certainly possible to perform feature
matching and pose estimation simultaneously.) The difficulty reaching a state in which
. absolute orientation algorithms can be applied is not necessarily easily separable from the
problem itself.
4
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Like previous research, this thesis will be primarily concerned with the most difficult
component of determining absolute orientation - the extraction of the rotation.
2.2 Selecting the Proper Representations
Choosing a representation for the scalar and translational components is straightforward-
the representation used herein is a scalar and a 3D vector respectively. Rotations, however,
have many different representations (Hom notes in [Hor87] and [HHN88] that Korn and
Korn [KK68] mention five different methods alone). Rotation matrices and quaternions are
the representations most often used in the computer vision and graphics communities (see
[FvFH90] and [Hor86] for background), with the occasional use of Euler angles - few
can name the others.. The main challenge is selecting the representation most appropriate
for the absolute orientation problem.
2.2.1 Euler Angles
Why are Euler angles considered an inappropriate representation? Certainly, they are
among the most intuitive rotation representations; their direct correlation to yaw, pitch,
and roll is particularly appealing. However, they are not suited for either the vision or the
graphics domain. In [FvFH90], it is observed that the order in which the yaw, pitch, and
5
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roll angles are applied has a significant impact on the resultant orientation. For instance,1
a rotation of 90° about the z axis and then 90° about the y axis has the same net effect
as a 120° about the axis (1.0,1.0,1.0). But, rotating 30° about the z axis and 30° about
the y axis does not yield a rotation of 40° about the axis (1.0,1.0, 1.0) (as one might
expect by observing ~(90 + 90) = 120), but a rotation of approximately 42° about the
axis (1.0,0.3,1.0). Therefore, using a naIve interpolation between Euler a~gles can yield
unexpected, and therefore, undesirable rotations.
2.2.2 Rotation Matrixes
Throughout computer vision, computer graphics, and photogrammetry, the most popular
and most commonly used rotation representation is the rotation matrix. All 3 x 3 orthonor-
mal matrices that preserve rigidity, i.e. does not effect the relative distances and angles
between points, represent a rotation. The transform that rotates a point vector [rxryrzjT
about an axis u by an angle () is ([FvFH90])
[
u~+cose(l-u~) uxuy(l-cose)-uzsine UZUX(l-COSe)+UYSine]
r' = uxuy(l- cos e) + Uz sine u~ + cose(l - u~) uyuz(1- cos e) +Uxsine r.
uzux(l - cos e) + uysin e uyuz(l - cos e) +Uxsin e u; +cose(1- u;)
(2.1)
Rotation matrixes are not used for their compactness; certainly, Euler angles require less
storage than a 3 x 3 matrix. The matrix form is preferred in the graphics community so that
1Example provided by [FvFH90] nearly verbatim.
6
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a rotation may be compounded into a more generic transform. This allows separate stages
of an affine transform to be defined independently, and later compounded [FvFH90].
2.2.3 Quaternions
Photogrammetrists were among the first to apply the quaternion as a rotation within the
realm of image formation. To the best of the author's knowledge, there exists no published
record of their use in absolute orientation research prior to 1959 [Th059]. The computer
graphics community took particular notice of quaternions in 1985, when Shoemake used
their unique properties to address the previously often ignored rotation interpolation prob-
lem [Sh085]. Shoemake observed that by considering each quaternion as a point on the
surface of a unit 4D hypersphere, spline interpolation between these points could yield
smooth transitions between multiple orientations. Since then, the use of the quaternion as
a rotation representation has proliferated significantly. A query of a bibliographic database
such as the Science Citation Index (SCI) reveals the use of quaternions in fields as diverse
as chemistry, biology, manufacturing, and robotics.
2.2.4 .Comparing Rotation Matrixes with Quaternions
Like previous research, in this thesis, the preferred rotation representation is the quater-
nion. This decision bypasses the following disadvantages of using rotation matrices:
7
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There is no obvious relationship between the individual elements of a rotation matrix
and the axis & angle of rotation. This lack of an "intuitive" understanding makes
both comparison and visualization difficult. Therefore, rotation matrixes are also
poor candidates for reconciliation via averaging multiple results from subsamples of
noisy data.
Traditional rotation matrixes and Euler angles make interpolation difficult. Com-
puter vision, graphics, robotics, and manufacturing applications often have better
results when using quatemions [KKS95, Ram97].
The normalization required to produce a numerically correct rotation matrix is com-
putationally expensive. Orthogonalization procedures, such as Gram-Schmidt, in-
troduce unnecessary opportunities for errors to propagate and can require significant
amounts of computation.
Unit quatemions are well-suited for representing rotations in many situations:
+ Because of the direct relationship between the angle & axis of a rotation and the
quatemion that represents it, groups of quatemions are easy to compare and recon-
cile.
+ Normalization of a quatemion is relatively fast, requiring significantly less compu-
tation than an orthogonalization procedure.
8
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Quatemions do have features that can be disadvantageous, however:
± For every rotation, there exists two canonical quatemion representations; i.e. a ro-
tation through qis equivalent to one through -q. Although this may appear to be a
disadvantage, this dual nature of quatemions will be exploited later.
Despite their correlation to the axis and angle of a rotation, the combination of a
quatemion's four-dimensional nature with its unit constraint can be difficult to visu-
alize. Quatemion visualization has a long history: from Hamilton's original "desk
and table" analogy [Ham66] to Hart's [HFK94] more recent use of computer graph-
ics to explore a quatemion as an "anchored belt."
Quatemionsgive no preference to rotations that maintain an "upright" position. In
computer graphics, quatemions are not preferred for interpolating between virtual
camera orientations [FvFH90], since they may yield an undesirable and disorienting
camera tumbling.
2.2.5 Relating Quaternions and Rotation Matrixes
Given either a quatemion or a rotation matrix? it is easy to find its counterpart represen-
tation. Let rij represent the element at row i and column j of rotation matrix R. The
equivalent quatemion representation is
2assuming that the quaternion has magnitude of one or that the rotation matrix is orthonormal
9
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Conversely,
1 + Tn + T22 + T33 = 4q;
1 + Tn - T22 - T33 = 4q;
1 - Tn + T22 - T33 = 4q~
1 + Tn - T22 + T33 = 4q;.
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
2(qxqy - qsqz)q; - q; + q~ - q;
2(qzqy + qsqz)
(2.6)
Therefore, aside from the standard issues of numerical stability and loss of precision,
there is little computational penalty for switching between representations that may be
inconvenient or incompatible between algorithms.
2.3 Previous Absolute Orientation Research
In 1959, E. H. Thompson published one of the first "solutions" to the absolute orien-
tation problem [Th059]. Months later, Schut published his version of Thompson's work
[Sch60]. By employing quatemions, Schut was able to significantly reduce the complexity
of Thompson's work.
In 1975, Sanso [San73] developed a solution that would later be independently redis-
covered by Hom in 1987 [Hor87]. Sanso's method seems to have been forgotten until
1993, when [HS93] quietly references both Sanso and Hom. It is Hom's paper, and not
10
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Sanso's, that is considered one of the "de facto" standards in absolute orientation algo-
rithms.
Although their derivations are fundamentally different, both Sanso and Hom reduce
the rotational component of the sought-after transform to an Eigen-decomposition of the
same matrix. Since Sanso mentions using Jacobi's method for the decomposition, he
considers his method to be an "exact" solution, but not necessarily "closed.". Because of
their "ready availability," [Hor87] Hom also recommends the use of an iterative method
such as Jacobi's for implementation. Regardless, he can still maintain that his method is
"closed" by discussing the potential application of Ferrari's method for solving the roots of
a quartic. The strength of Sanso's or Hom's methods is not that one is "exact" or "closed"
- it is that neither require an initial approximation.
Meanwhile, the least-squares, high-order geometric primitive (non-points) based ap-
proach by Faugeras and Hebert [FH83] published in 1983 became (and continues to be) a
popular algorithm. Since then, there have been many approaches that incorporate higher-
order geometric primitives, including [SA96, CB98, PT97, KPKP97]. Researchers have
also continued to expand the standard point-based least-squares method ([WS91, Kan94,
AHB87, HHN88, LFLD98]). The novel solution introduced in [LHB+86] uses Fourier
transform.s to bypass the need for explicit correspondences. Gradient-descent techniques
have been explored by [BS97] and [WI95].
A large group of researchers follow in the traditional approach of decomposing the
/
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problem into three separate states ([BS97, Bla72, Kan94, HD95, Hor87, HHN88, San73,
Sch60, Tho59]). Methods' such as those discussed in [HD95] and [LFLD98] solve for all
components simultaneously, but in an iterative fashion.
Constrained variations of the absolute orientation problem, hand-eye calibration prob-
lems, have received recent attention from the robotics community [CK9l, HD95, Dan99].
While both [CK9l] and [HD95] employ unit quatemions, [Dan99] uses dual quatemions
to encapsulate translational and rotational components within the same construct. It is the
opinion of the author, that because the absolute orientation problem is encountered in so
many different fields, researchers will continue to explore the problem for many years to
come.
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CHAPTER 3
Absolute Orientation Formulae
3.1 Formalization and Notation
Consider a set of n three dimensional column vectors (perhaps representing points on a
rigid body or geolocated landmarks)
(3.1)
where rT = hx' r i y , r iJ and 1 ::; i ::; n. Let S represent the corresponding set of n points
after undergoing a translation, rotation, and uniform scaling. In most previous research,
r E R and its corresponding s E S are related by the equation
Si = kM(O, u)ri + t, (3.2)
where t represents a translation, k represents a uniform scaling, and M represents the
matrix form of the rotational component as a function of 0 and u. In this thesis, the
13
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following, more convenient decomposition will be used:
(3.3)
where St and rt represent separate pre-transform and post-transform translational compo-
nents (which are usually, but not necessarily, the centroids of Rand S). t, rt> and St may
be related by solving equations (3.2) and (3.3) for t:
t = St - kM(O, u)rt. (3.4)
The notation of equation (3.3) is used in this thesis because it more closely reflects the
methods typically used in multi~stage absolute orientation algorithms. The terms pre-
transform translational component and post-transform translational component will be
used to describe the vectors rt and St respectively.
More formally, the absolute orientation problem is: given Rand S, determine c, t, 0,
and u. Like previous research; in this thesis, absolute orientation is treated in three separate
. stages; solving for c, t, and (0, u) independently. Also like previous work, the focus of this
thesis is on the most difficult component of the absolute orientation problem - extract-
ing the rotational component of the 'unknown transform. Therefore, we will only briefly
summarize the common methods for finding the scalar and translational components. Lat-
14
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er, the author will detail the consequences of using these algorithms for determining the
translational and scalar components.
3.2 Solving the Translational Component
To determine the translational component, t, we look to the centroids. Given a set of n
points
let
1 n
,,(X) = - LXi
n.
z=l
(3.5)
(3.6)
represent a function that returns the centroid of set X. If we follow in the tradition of
letting rt = ,,(R) and St = ,,(8) then we may solve for t:
t = "1(8) - kM(B, u),,(R).
15
(3.7)
3.3. Solving the Scalar Component
3.3 Solving the Scalar Component
In the multi-stage approach, obtaining an estimate for the scalar component is also rela-
tively trivial. Suppose that given a point set, we sum all of the distances from each point
to the centroid of the set. If our point set remains rigid, we expect this total to be invariant
under the effects of translation and rotation. Therefore, we look to the ratio of the average
distance to the centroid for an estimate of c:
n 1
_ (L:i=l Ilr - re ll ) 2
c - nL:i=l lis - sell (3.8)
Horn [Hor87] provides a more formal treatment of precisely why equations (3.7) and (3.8)
are desirable estimates. Hom's paper does not address mismatches and outliers.
3.3.1 Requiring Correspondences
One advantage of using the aforementioned methods for the determination of translation
and scale is that neither requires point matches. In other words, even if our input lacks
all correspondence information, then the translational and scalar components can still be
determined with the same accuracy. Iterative approaches ([HD95, LFLD98]) require cor-
respondences to solve for all three transform components, even if they are implicit ones.
The issues associated with this independence from correspondences will resurface when
we consider the metrics to be used for evaluating absolute orientation algorithms.
16
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In the presence of outliers, equations (3.7) and (3.8) can rapidly deteriorate. It is the
profound effect of outliers that motivated Fischler and Bolles to develop their landmark
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) framework [FE81]. RANSAC instantiates not
just one, but many solutions through the use of repeated subsampling. By seeking a major-
ity of points consistent with their models, Fischler and Bolles were able to use RANSAC
to increase the robustness of a classic photogrammetric localization problem. The issues
of sampling and outliers will be revisited later.
Later, our simulations will show how outliers may cause a similarly corrupting effect.
3.4 Solving the Rotational Component
Now to the crux of the research - solving the inverse rotation. For the sake of simplic-
ity, in this section we will assume that our input data has already been normalized, i.e.
removing the scalar and translational component(s).
Recall the formal notation introduced in section 3.1. Given the set of n 3D vectors
(3.9)
let S represent the corresponding set of n points after undergoing a rotation of () degrees
around the unit axis ft (point rk rotates to Sk)' As in the latter part of Appendix A, for
convenience, vectors will be freely interchanged with their quatemion counterparts (i.e.
17
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r = (0, r)).
3.4.1 The New Closed-Form
For the sake ofderiving the new form, we assume that our input data (R and S) is noiseless,
complete, and correctly matched; in later sections we will examine the effects of different
types of noise and outliers. If qis the unit quatemion
q= (sin(e/2), cos(e/2)fJ.) (3.10)
it can be shown that the post-rotation vector Si is uniquely determined by the quatemion
multiplication
(3.11)
.where (0, ri) is a quatemion with a scalar component of zero and vector component ri,
and q* is the conjugate of quatemion q.
18
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Fully expanding (Six, Si y and Si z ) algebraically yields
From equations (3.12)-(3.14) we see that the components of the sought-after quatemion
can not be expressed as a direct linear combination of the input points. However, if we
consider the product of two of the quatemion components, we can establish a linear rela-
tionship. Suppose we choose just three (out of n) pairs of points from Rand S: (r1,81),
(r2' 82), (r3' 83)' From the component products (instead of the components themselves)
we may build the system
0 2Tlz - 2Tl y 2Tly 0 2Tlz Tl. Tl. -Tl. -Tl. qsqx 81,x
-
2Tl z 0 2Tl. 2Tl. 2Tlz 0 Tl y -Tl y Tl y -Tl y qsqy 81,y
2Tly - 2Tl", 0 0 2Tly 2Tl", Tl z -Tl z -Tl z -Tl z qsqz 81,z
0 2T2z - 2T2y 2T2y 0 2T2z T2. T2", -T2", -T2", qxqy 82,x
-
2T2z 0 2T2", 2T2", 2T2z 0 T2 y -T2y T2 y -T2y qyqz 82,y (3.15)
2T2y - 2T2", 0 0 2T2y 2T2. T2 z -T2z -T2z -T2z qxqz 82,z
0 2Tg,z -2Tg,y 2Tg,y 0 2Tg z Tg. Tg", -Tg", -Tg", q; 8g,x
-2Tg z 0 2Tg", 2Tg", 2Tgz 0 Tg y -Tgy Tg y -Tgy q; 8g,y
2Tg y -2Tg", 0 0 2Tg y 2T3. Tg z -T3z -Tgz -Tgz q; 8g,z
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 q; 1
These ten equations fully constrain the rotation between Rand S. It should come as no
surprise that at least three points were needed. The inclusion of the unit quatemion identity
19
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!!qll = 1 may not be as obvious, however. In fact, it was the inclusion of this bottommost
equation that allowed Maple™, with some creative coaxing, to find closed-form solutions
for all ten quatemion component combinations.
Although it is not a central focus of this research, it should be noted that this system
can easily be extended to include the determination of a translational component:
0 2r1. - 2r1y 2r1y 0 2r1. r1, r1, -r1, -r1, 100 qsqx 81,
-
2r1. 0 2r1, 2r1, 2r1. 0 r1 y -r1y r1 y -r1y 010 qsqy 81 y
2r1y - 2r1, 0 0 2r1y 2r1, r1. -r1. -r1. -r1. 001 qsqz 81.
0 2r2. - 2r2y 2r2y 0 2r2. r2, r2, -r2, -r2, 100 qxqy 82,
-
2r2. 0 2r2, 2r2, 2r2. 0 r2 y -r2y r2 y -r2y 010 qyqz 82 y
2r2y - 2r2, 0 0 2r2y 2r2, r2. -r2. -r2. -r2. 001 qxqz 82.
0 2r3. - 2r3y 2r3y 0 2r3. r3, r3, -r3, -r3, 100 q~ 83,
-
2r3. 0 2r3, 2r3" 2r3. 0 r3 y -r3y r3 y -r3y 010 q; 83y
2r3y
-
2r3" 0 0 2r3y 2r3" r3. -r3. -r3. -r3. 001 q~ 83.
0 2r4. - 2r4y 2r4y 0 2r4. r4" r4" -r4, -r4" 1 0 0 q~ 84,
-
2r4. 0 2r4, 2r4, 2r4. 0 r4 y -r4y r4y -r4y 0'1 0 tx 84y
2r4y - 2r4, 0 0 2r4y 2r4, r4. -r4. -r4. -r4. 001 ty 84.
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 000 tz 1
(3.16)
The three additional degrees of freedom can be constrained with a fourth point pair. De-
spite the larger size of the new system, closed-form solutions for all 13 unknowns (10
quatemion products and 3 degrees of translation) can be found from the new system. Just
,like our orig~nal system, the unit quatemion constraint was also required here. In can be
shown that the system of equation (3.16) can also be solved in algebraic closed-form. The
algebraic results, however, involve significantly more terms than those from Equation 3.15.
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Simplifying the Results
After significant algebraic manipulation of the results, we find that all products of two
components of a (quatemion) rotation can be expressed as a linear combination of triple
product ratios. The component products may be expressed as functions of the original
input points (triple products denoted with angle brackets).
[-1 0 ~] p~J = [~ o 0] P" ~ [~ o 0]Pxx = 0 1 -1 0 1 0o 0 o 1 o -1
[0 0 !] P,y ~ [~ o -1] [0 10]PSX = 0 0 o 0 . Psz = -1 0 0 (3.17)o -1 o 0 o 0 0
P~~ [! 10] rOO] [0 01]o 0 Pyz = 0 0 1 Pxz = 0 0 0
o 0 010 100
q;(r1' r2, r3, s1, S2, S3) = (r1' r2, r3) + (Sl' r2, r3) + (r1' S2, r3) + (r1, r2, S3) (3.18)4(r1' r2, r3)
(3.19)
(3.20)
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(3.21)
To illustrate the use of the new form, consider a unit triad (1.0,0.0,0.0), (0.0,1.0,0.0),
(0.0,0.0, 1.0) at two arbitrary rotations.
rl = (0.02046729,0.37195996, -0.92802310)
r2 = (-0.07164231,0.92637703,0.36972014)
r3 = (0.99722037,0.05891855,0.04560850)
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81 = (-0.89759709,0.21806684,0.38310091)
82 (0.36372270,0.85737409,0.36416407)
83 = (-0.24904868,0.46621511, -0.84889235)
Using equations (3.18) - (3.27), we may find the rotation qthat relates Rand S.
q; 0.33761059
q; 0.01599654
q; 0.61380566
q; 0.03258720
qsx 0.07348878
qsy 0.45522225
qsz 0.10488940
qxy 0.09908969
qyz 0.06425833
qxz 0.02283161
qs 0.58104268
qx 0.12647744
qy 0.78345751
qz 0.18051926
3.4.2 Computational Expense
A direct implementation of the above equations could hardly be considered an efficient
one. Specifically, an actual implementation would not include any matrix multiplications
- they all reduce to an element swap and/or a negation; matrix forms have been used for
notational compactness only. Common subexpression elimination among the numerous
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triple products can also yield significant speedup (see Appendix B).
As the power of computer hardware continues its growth along Moore's exponential
price-performance curve, the number of computations required by an algorithm is becom-
ing less important. Even a typical desktop PC can run proverbial circles around the most
powerful workstations of yesteryear. Hom's absolute orientation algorithm is a perfect
example of how inexpensive cycles can improve algorithms. Even though the algorithm as
described in [Hor8?], could be implemented in purely closed-form, it usually is not. The
high availability of mathematical libraries that rapidly perform iterative procedures have
made it possible to replace potentially unstable procedures with more robust ones.!
Still, there is no substitute for highly efficient algorithms; embedded systems, robotic-
s, RANSAC-based algorithms, and real-time systems all depend on rapid tum-around.
Unless an algorithm is particularly compact, a RANSAC algorithm may not be able to
perform its required number of operations and still provide results within the desired time
interval.
Consider a naive implementation of equation (3.15). If we assume that a dot product
requires three multiplications & one addition and a cross product requires six multipli-
cations & three additions, then an implementation with no partial evaluation can find an
estimate of the q; component with just 45 multiplications, 25 additions, and I division-
1As will be discussed in section 3.5 the final step of Horn's method [Hor87] requires the Eigen-
decomposition of a 4 x 4 matrix. Horn shows that the Eigenvalues of this matrix can be determined vi-
a Ferrari's quartic identities. Most implementations, however, decompose the matrix with a more stable
method, such as Jacobi's.
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just 71 FLOPS. A,highly optimized version that solves for all of the quadratic components
can be performed in 123 FLOPS and 37 assignments (see Appendix B). An optimized
method that calculates all ten components (which may not always be necessary) can be
accomplished with 273 FLOPS.
According to [PTVF92], a typical Jacobi rotation over an m x m matrix, requires 6m
operations if both Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues are calculated. Since typical matrixes
require 3m2 to 5m2 Jacobi rotations, the total number of operations required is generally
within the range of 18m3 to 30m4 . Since in Hom's method m = 4, we may estimate that
the Eigen decomposition requires 1,152 to 1,920 operations. Additionally, given n input
points, 14 + 18n operations are required to construct the matrix to be Eigen-decomposed.
3.4.3 Increasing Stability and Degenerate Cases
As indicated by equations (3.18)-(3.27), as the volume of the parallelepiped spanned by
rl, r2, and r3 approaches zero the solution degenerates. This occurs whenever rl, r2, r3
are coplanar with the origin. In order to increase the numerical stability of the new form,
the algorithms of figures 3.1 and 4.2 follow a simple heuristic; if (rl' r2, r3) is greater
than (81,82,83): then use the formulations of equations (3.18)-(3.27) as written. Other-
wise, the arguments to each component function should be (81,82,83, rI, r2, r3) instead of
(rl' r2, r3, 81, 82, 83)' The conjugate of this result is the sought-after rotation estimate. The
formulations of equations (3.18)-(3.27) always degenerates when the input data consists
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of just three point pairs. When the appropriate centroid is subtracted from each point in R
and S, all three points lie in a place that intersect the origin.
3.4.4 Resolving the Overdetermined System
Obviously, not all ten components are required to calculate the sought-after quaternion,
leaving many possible reconstruction techniques. We can now use the dual nature of
quaternions as an advantage; anyone component can be arbitrarily fixed as positive, and
the sign of the other components can be adjusted accordingly. The resulting rotation is not
effected. Since quaternions have a direct correlation to the angle of rotation, it makes the
most intuitive sense to fix the scalar component qs positive.
Consider the following reconstruction technique. This particular method is mentioned
here only as a simple example. In practice, it may not be the preferred method; it is simply
a "quick and dirty" algorithm which could be used when an absolute minimal number of
operations is required and/or when the input data has nominal noise.
o Determine qs via jfd and fix it as positive.
@ Solve for qx, qy, and qz with qsqx, qsqy, and qsqz respectively. (Findingqsqx requires
significantly less operations than finding q;, and a square root is avoided).
@} Renormalize.
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This reconstruction is provided as an example only, and will not necessarily yield desir-
able results when the input points are significantly noisy. (Later, a more robust reconstruc-
tion method will be discussed.) Obtaining the complete battery of solutions may provide
more information, but this requires addressing a more general problem. For instance, sup-
pose we were seeking accurate approximations of the variables a and b. However, at our
disposal is an algorithm that can only provide a,2, b,2 and (ab)'2, where a,2 = (a + Ea )2,
b,2 = (a + Eb)2, and (ab)' = (ab + Eab)2. What can be determined about the values of
a and b using all three components? By calculating all 10 quatemion component prod-
ucts, we are faced with such a problem. In addition, our data must be consistent with- the
unit quatemion constraint. During the author's early experimentation it was discovered
that out of the 10 products, q;, q;, q;, and q; are the least susceptible to noise. Using the
stable products as an anchor, a recommended reconstruction technique is shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. When implementing the algorithm, using an optimized method is recommended
(see Appendix B).
Before discussing some of the unique features of the new closed form, it should be
noted that although 3.1 uses only three input pairs, it will soon be generalized.
3.4.5 Error Analysis
Unlike previous efforts, the compact nature of the new closed form allows us to explore
the algebraic relationship between measurement error and absolute orientation error. It
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Algorithm Basic Reconstruct-3
Input: Six vectors - two groups of three - respectively representing points before (r, s, t)
and after (r', s', t') a rotation through unknown q.
Output: q
quaternion: q
real: rst, rst', qs, qx, qy, qz, qsx, qsy, qsz
II Determine the larger triple product ...
rst ~ (r,s, t)
rst' ~ (r', s', t')
II ... and calculate the estimate accordingly.
if (rst > rst') {
qs ~ Iq;(r,s,t,r',s',t')I~
I
2 ( ,. , ') 11qx ~ qx r, s, t, r ,s ,t 2"
qy ~ Iq~(r,s,t,r',s',t')I~
I 2 ( t' , 't') 11qz ~ qz r, s, ,r, s , 2
qsx ~ qsx(r, s, t, r', s', t')
qsy ~ qsy (r, s, t, r', s', 1')
qsz ~ qsz(r,s,t,r',s',1')
} else {
qs ~ Iq;(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qx ~ Iq~(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qy ~ Iq~(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qz ~ Iq;(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qsx ~ qsx(r',s',t',r,s,t)
qsy ~ qsy(r',s',t',r,s,t)
qsz ~ qsz(r',s',t',r,s,t)
}
II Adjust signs as necessary.
if (qsx < 0) qx ~ -qx
if (qsy < 0) qy ~ -qy
if (qsz < 0) qz +- ...:...qz·
if (rst' > rst) q~ q*
q~ q/llqll
o
return q
Figure 3.1: Basic Reconstruct-3 pseudo-code. Given three pairs of input points, find the rotation
that relates them~ The "~" symbol has been used to denote assignment.
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should be noted, that since the initial formulation itself does not assume any particular
noise model, this error analysis therefore shows how the new formulation responds to
noisy input.
For the sake of simplicity, consider just one component of one input point - assume
Tl
x
is in error by a factor of E. If nand d represent the numerator and denominator of
Equation 3.18 then
From 3.18 we can write q; with error q'~ as a function of E.
where
Cl = S2 y r3z - S2z T3 y
C2 = T2 y S3z - T2z S3 y
C3 = T2y T3 z - T2 z T3 y •
From the definition of rotation in quatemion space (qs = sin (0/2)) we see that
10 - 0'1 = 2 arcsin Jil'~(E) - arcsin~
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To illustrate the nature of the error propagation graphically, we will return to our unit triad
(1.0,0.0,0.0), (0.0,1.0,0.0), (0.0,0.0,1.0) at two arbitrary rotations:
fl (0.02046729 + E, 0.37195996, -0.92802310)
f2 (-0.07164231,0.92637703,0.36972014)
fa (0.99722037,0.05891855,0.04560850)
Sl = (-0.89759709,0.21806684,0.38310091)
S2 (0.36372270,0.85737409,0.36416407)
Sa (-0.24904868,0.46621511, -0.84889235)
q= 0.58104267(0.12647743,0.78345751,0.18051927)
Note the inclusion of the error term E hiding in rl. Using the above vectors for input
we simplify q'; as
,2(E) = 1.350442362 - 0.92064867 E
q s 4(1.00000000 + 0.02406729 E) (3.31)
As seen in Figure 3.2, even when E is relatively large compared to the components (the
component with the largest magnitude, rax ' is close to 1), the error in the angle of rotation
remains small. For instance, for E = 0.10 the angle is off by 2.89 degrees.
We will also consider how E effects the axis of rotation. Let il represent the original axis
of rotation, il' the axis of rotation as perturbed by E, and ¢> the angular distance between il
and il'. For this analysis, we are concerned just with the error term ¢> and do not want to
include any possible contribution from error in the angle of rotation. Therefore, if we fix
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Figure 3.2: How E effects the angle of rotation. The horizontal axis measures E from -0.10 to
0.10, while the vertical axis measures 18 - 8'1 (in degrees): the difference in calculated angle and
the ideal.
0' = 0, we see that the angle between the vectors uand u' equals the angle between the
vectors q and q'. Algebraically,
( ')~ ~, q. q¢ = arccos (u· u) = arccos Ilqllllq'll . (3.32)
The error in axis (Figure 3.3) is a bit more severe, which is not surprising, since E has a
greater opportunity to propagate here. For E = 0.10 the two axes differ by 6.29 degrees.
Although the perturbation for only one component is considered here, extending the
analysis to include all 18 components is straightforward (but messy). Interested readers are
referred to the Maple™ worksheet available at http://www . eecs . lehigh. edu/
~rjm2/quaternion.
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Figure 3.3: How E effects ¢ - the angle between the ideal and calculated axes of rotation. The
horizontal axis represent E from -0.10 to 0.10, while the vertical axis is the resultant ¢ in degrees.
3.5 Inverse Rotation via Horn
The goal of Hom's method it to find the rotation qthat maximizes the following sum
N
"'(000*) o(LJ qrq . r
i=l
(3.33)
This summation has a very intuitive interpretation - the closer each pre-rotation vector
approaches its corresponding post-rotation vector, the "better" the estimated rotation. By
using the quatemion identity
(00) (00) 0 0qp . qr = p' r
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we may rewrite equation (3.33) as
N
~(OO) (010)L.,; qr . r q .
i=l
(3.35)
Horn now chooses (for reasons to be seen shortly) to represent quaternion multiplication
in matrix form. For instance, if we cast a quaternion qto the 4 x 1 matrix [qsqxqyqz]T, then
the quaternion multiplication pq becomes
°° [~xrq =
r y
rz
-rx -ry
-r,]0 rz -ry _ R O
0 - q.-rz rx
ry -rx 0
(3.36)
Similarly,
[
0 -Sx -Sy -sz]
°° _ Sx 0 -Sz Sy _ SOqr - - q.Sy Sz 0 -Sx
Sz -Sy' Sx 0
Therefore, by substitution, the sum to be maximized becomes
NL = (R~q) . (~q).
i=l
or, via the definition of inner product,
N
~ _ oTRITD.oL.,; - q i .LVjq.
i=l
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Factoring out l{, the sum reduces to
(3.40)
or
(3.41)
where
(3.42)
Letting
then
N
oT("'M) 0 oTMoq ~ i q = q q.
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Now, suppose we let
N
Mxx = 2.:= TixSix,
i=l
and so on. Then we may represent M as
N
Mxy = 2.:= TixSiy,
i=l
(3.45)
M yz - M zy
M xx - M yy - M zz
M xy +Myx
M zx +Mxz
M zx - M xz
M xy +M yx
-Mxx + Myy - M zz
Myz+Mzy
M
xy
- M
yx
]
M zx - M xz
M yz + M zy .
-Mxx - M yy + M zz
(3.46)
Horn then shows that the unit quaternion (and thus the rotation) that maximizes
(3.47)
is the Eigenvector corresponding to the most positive Eigenvalue of the matrix M. For a
more general treatment of the maximization method used by Horn, see [Zha97].
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Absolute Orientation Algorithms
Now that the basic formulae have been introduced, we can begin to develop algorithms
based on them. Because of the general nature of Hom's solution, there is a direct mapping
from his formulation to an absolute orientation problem. With a form that is restricted to a
limited number of input points, however, this is not the case. The algorithms developed in
this section have been developed in an informal and experimental fashion.! However, as
will be shown in Section 5.4, the new algorithms have distinct advantages over previous
,
research.
4.1 Generalizing 3 or 4 points to n points
As described previously, the new closed-formes) is limited to an input set of 3 (or 4) point
pairs. This leads to a fundamental question - in what ways can the restricted formulae
be extended to accommodate an arbitrary number of inputs? There are many ways to
generalize the absolute orientation problem to n points. For instance, one may seek the
1How typical of a mere Master's thesis! :)
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rotation that:
~ minimizes the sum of the squared distances between the pre-transform and post-
transform points.
~ maximizes the alignment of the data, treated as vectors, before and after the rotation.
~ minimizes the sum of squared errors in any linear formulation that produces a solu-
tion.
~ minimizes the median distance between the pre-transform and post-transform points.
Obviously, there exist many other possible constraints from which one may obtain an
accurate absolute orientation transform - it is likely to change based on the application
domain. Least-squares approaches are often considered, are only optimal with Gaussian
noise, and they also require outlier and mismatch-free input.
4.1.1 Least-Squares and SVD
With a large number of input pairs, it would be possible to construct an over-determined
system from the systems of equations (3.15) or (3.16). Then, a canned SVD (Singular
Value Decomposition) implementation ([PTVF92] is a very popular one) could be used
as a basis before resolving the 10 products into a quatemion. There are two fundamental
problems with this approach. First, a least-squares minimization of equation (3.15) would
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still be significantly effected by mismatches and outliers. Any substantially robust absolute
orientation algorithm must have provisions for dealing with such anomalies. Second, there
exists the computational issue. The sheer size of the matrixes to be decomposed would
be large (3n x 10 at most). And, from initial experimentation, it appears that, from a
least-squares distance perspective, the constraints provided from equation (3.15) are not as
strong as the constraints used in more direct distance-minimization techniques (a category
in which Hom's algorithm fails). Therefore, if a distance minimization is desired, solving
equation (3.15) in a least-squares sense is not as effective as a more direct approach.
4.1.2 RANSAC
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) is a parameter estimation paradigm designed for
data sets containing significant amounts of gross error - i.e. where more traditional least-
squares approaches may not be desirable. RANSAC was developed in 1987 [FB81], when
it was used as an alternative method to solve the Location Determination Problem (or
LDP). The LDP is: given an image, and the coordinates of a set of registration landmarks,
determine the position and orientation from which the image was taken.
Of course; least-squares does not always have to include all of the input points. How-
ever, one must choose a trimming heuristic with care; which is why Fischler and Bolles
mention the following method:
o Solve the problem via least-squares and obtain a model.
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@ Discard the data point with the worst model fit.
@} Repeat until the model converges within some pre-defined threshold.
As shown by Fischler and Bolles, such a heuristic does not always have the desired effect.
Often, the effects of an outlier are so severe, that the data points trimmed by this process
are valid ones, leaving the outliers behind!
RANSAC assumes that we are given:
~ a model that requires a minimum of n data points to instantiate its free parameters.
~ a set of data points, P, such that the number of points in P is greater than n.
In simplified form, the RANSAC algorithm is as follows:
o Select a subset 51 of n data points from P.
@ Use 51 to get a particular instance of the model, MI.
@} Use Ml to determine the subset 5~ of points in P that are within some error tolerance
of MI. The set 5~ is called the consensus set of 51.
o If the number of elements in 5~ is greater than some threshold t, compute a new
model Mi (perhaps using least squares)2
2t can be represented as a function of the estimate of the number of gross errors in P; see [FB81].
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o Otherwise, randomly select a new subset 52 and repeat the process. If, after some
predetermined number of trials, no consensus set with t or more members has been
found, either solve the model with the largest consensus set found, or terminate in
failure.
A factor not explicitly considered by Fischler and Bolles is the potential cost of deter-
mining the consensus set. Certainly, there exists a large set of models that require more
computations to use than to instantiate. I.e., in the context of our RANSAC outline above,
the number of computations required for Step 3 is much greater than in Step 2. Each time
a model Mi is used to collect the consensus set 5i , there is a significant risk that the car-
dinality of 5; will fall below the threshold t. Therefore, a large amount of computation
may have to be performed during the consensus set collection phase for a model that is
discarded.
The author is unaware of any research that has further investigated more of the general
properties of RANSAC. For instance, what sort of pre-processing could be done to in-
crease the probability of choosing a subset that could meet the desired thresholds? Could
RANSAC perform better with an intelligently designed dynamic adjustment of the error
tolerance or threshold t? Could some fraction of the data points identified as belonging to
a consensus set be re-used to aid the collection of the next set? Since RANSAC is such a
general method, it is the opinion of the author that it would be best to develop answers to
these questions in the light of a specific problem domain.
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This thesis does not consider the possibility of integrating RANSAC and Horn's algo-
rithm. Such a combination would make the most sense in environments that could easily
handle the large number of computations that would be introduced in such a marriage.
4.1.3 RANSAC-Like Variants
As given, the RANSAC approach does not explicitly provide a facility for extending a 3 or
4 input algorithm to an n-input one. We will now discuss a RANSAC-like algorithm that
extends the 3 or 4 point closed form to n points. This particular algorithm was an early
approach to generalizing the new closed-form, and should be considered by the reader as
only an example of how the new form can be extended. A generalized summary of the
RANSAC-like variant is:
o Select a subset of 3 or 4 point pairs from the input set.
@ Find qvia an aforementioned reconstruction technique, and add it to a set of poten-
tial solutions.
@) Repeat.
o From the set of potential solutions, approximate a solution.
A framework such as this does not suffer from the added expense of applying a model
to the entire data set. In addition, as the number of inputs to each subset decreases, the
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probability of including an unwanted outlier also decreases. Of course, this framework
can not take advantage of any of the benefits that come from a more global approach.
4.1.4 Basic Reconstruct-N
Figure 4.1.4 describes a naIve approach to the RANSAC-like framework. The basic idea of
Basic Reconstruct-N is to repeat Basic Reconstruct-3 across the entire data set, collecting
the quaternion components for each subsampling. Finally, select the median value from
each of the sets (the mean value could be used here as well, but early simulations suggested
that the median was more robust), and build a proper quatemion from them.
As presented, Basic Reconstruct-N quatemions generated from very noisy points, have
an equal influence over those with little, to no, noise. If the influence of noise could be
quantified per quatemion, perhaps a more robust algorithm could be developed.
4.1.5 Quantifying the Effects of Noise
Early in the stages of this research, it became clear that if the effects of noise and outliers
could be quantized, then it would be easier to identify desirable estimates. Because a noise
measure may need to be calculated for several thousand estimates, efficiency becomes a
vital constraint of this process.
Let lI' = (q~, q~, q~, q~) represent the calculated value of qfrom an algorithm such as '
'Reconstruct-N. Let q~2 represent q~q~, q~x represent q~q~,and so on. Ifboth our pre-rotation
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Algorithm Basic Reconstruct-N
Input: A set of n (where n 2:: 4) vectors representing points before R, and after, RI under-
going an unknown translation t and an unknown rotation through 1].
Output: qand t
vector: c, cl , r, r/, S, SI, t, t l
• 0quaternlOn: q
set of reals: QSl QXl Qy, Qz
Qs r {}
Qx r {}
Qy r {}
Qz r {}
c r centroid(R)
cl r centroid(RI )
for i = 1 to (n - 2) do
rr~-C
r/rR~-cl
t
S r Ri+l- c
SI r R~+l - cl
tr ~+2 - C
tl r R~+2 - cl
qr Basic Reconstruct-3(r 1 S, t, r/, SI , t/)
Qs r Qs U {qs}
Qx r Qx U {qx}
Qy r Qy U {qy}
Qz r Qz U {qz}
end for
qs r median(Qs )
qx r median(Qx)
qy r median(Qy)
qz r median(Qz)
1] r 1]/111]11
trc'-C
return {q, t}
Figure 4.1: Basic Reconstruct-N pseudo-code. Given n pairs of input points, find the inverse
rotation and translation. The "r" symbol has been used to denote assignment.
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or post-rotation point sets are noiseless, then with the exception of floating point rounding
errors, if our points are matched correctly, we can expect the following equalities to remain
true:
As indirectly demonstrated in Section 3.4.5, in the presence of noise, one could not
expect these identities to remain valid. However, it can be useful to look at the sum of the
differences between the ideals of the identities and those values which are calculated. Let
p (for "performance") represent this difference
P Iq~2q~" - (q~x)21 + Iq~2q~2 - (q~y)21 + Iq~2q~2 - (q~z)21 +
Iq~2q~2 - (q~y)21 + Iq~2q~2 - (q~z?1 + Iq~2q~2 - (q~z)21·
As will be shown by the results of our simulation, in the general case, there is an in-
herent correlation between quatemions with a low p value and the original rotation. In our
previous algorithms, the goal was merely to generate a collection of "equal" quatemions.
A simple way to exploit our newly found quantization ability would be to use p to build a
weighted sum for each component.
4.1.6 Micheals-Boult
The first step in developing such an algorithm is to rewrite Basic Reconstruct-3 so that
it includes the calculation of the performance metric. Figure 4.2 shows a pseudo-code
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implementation of this new variation. It may appear that calculating p could be a sig-
nificant addition to our computational overhead, but the reader should be reminded that
an optimized technique could be used. Regardless, our payoff is an ability to rate each
estimate.
Now that we have a scored reconstruction algorithm, we must decide precisely how
it will be used in our new absolute orientation algorithms. As suggested in section 4.1.5,
suppose we used p to build a weighted sum for each quatemion component. Then only one
step remains; we must choose a weighting function. Obviously, as p decreases we require
a greater weight. As written, Micheals-Boult weights each quatemion component by 1/p2.
This weighting function has two desirable qualities: rapidly increasing as p becomes very
small, and becoming almost negligible for large values of p. Early experimentation also
suggested that 1/p2 was well-suited for the typically small (less than 1.0) values of p that
accurate estimates produce. The weighting functions of 1/p and 1/p3 were also considered
during earlier stages of research, butthey did not produce more accurate results than 1/p2 .
For speedup, instead of an arbitrary function, a piecewise linear approximation coupled
with thresholding could be used.
An additional measure considered, but not used, was the immediate measure or 1M.
The 1M is calculated from re-instantiation of the estimate as soon as it is evaluated. Specif-
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Algorithm Scored Reconstruct-3
Input: Six vectors - two groups of three respectively representing points before, (r, s, t),
and after, (r', s', t'), a rotation through unknown q.
Output: q,p
• 0quatermon: q
real: rst, rst', qs, qx, qy, qz, qsx, qsy, qsz, P
II Determine the larger triple product ...
rst ~ (r, s, t)
rst' ~ (r', s', t')
II ... and calculate the estimate accordingly.
if(rst > rst') {
qs ~ Iq;(r,s,t,r',s',t')I~
qx ~ Iq;(r,s,t,r',s',t')I~
qy ~ Iq~(r,s,t,r',s',t')I~
qz ~ Iq;(r,s,t,r',s',t')I~
qsx ~ qsx(r, s, t, r', s', t')
qsy ~ qsy(r,s,t,r',s',t')
qsz ~ qsz(r, s, t, r', s', t')
} else {
qs ~ Iq;(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qx ~ Iq;(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qy ~ 1q~ (r' , s' , t' , r, s, t) 1~
qz ~ Iq;(r',s',t',r,s,t)l~
qsx ~ qsx(r', s', t', r, s, t)
qsy ~ qsy(r', s', t', r, s, t)
qsz ~ qsz(r', s', t', r, s, t)
}
II Calculate the estimates' performance metric and adjust signs as necessary.
12 2 2 1 12 2 2 1 I 2 2 2 1+1 2 2 2 1+1 2 2 2 1+1 2 2 2 1p ~ qsqx-qsx + qsqy-qsy + qsqz-qsz qxqy-qxy qyqz-qyz qxqz-qxz
if (qsx < 0) qx ~ -qx
if (qsy < 0) qy ~ -qy
if(qsz < 0) qz ~ -qz
if(rst' > rst) q~ q*
q~ q/llqll
return (q,p)
Figure 4.2: Scored Reconstruct-3 Pseudo-code. Given three pairs of input points, find the in-
verse rotation and its corresponding performance metric p. There is a direct (and thus exploitable)
correlation between low values of p, and more accurate estimates.
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ically, for each estimate q, and the vectors used to calculate that estimate,
the immediate measure, or 1M is calculated via3
(4.1)
At first glance, this measure may appear more valid than p.4 However, the difficult
part of using the 1M is determining precisely how to weight it. It has been determined
experimentally, that an exponential-like weighting function yields the best results. If the
1M were to be weighted exponentially, then a separate normalization stage would be nec-
essary. Implicit in this normalization step is the (probable) need to store the 1M values for
each estimate, and reprocess them later.
Although lower values of p do not always correspond to desirable estimates, as is
shown in our simulations, it is strong enough to significantly increase algorithm robust-
ness. In addition, p is a measure that is independent of the general magnitudes of both the
input and the noise vector. Certainly, as the magnitude of the typical noise vector increas-
es, estimates will degenerate. But, if the ratio of the average noise vector magnitude to the
3Note our implicit interchange of 3D vectors and quaternions.
4And perhaps it is. Continuing research interests of the author include per-estimate noise quantization
methods and their precise role in the estimation process.
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average input vector remains the same, then we do not expect p to change dramatically.
Our 1M metric measure, however, would scale accordingly.
On the Merits of Micheals-Boult
The algorithm of figure 4.1.6, Micheals-Boult, has specific provisions for handling outliers
and mismatches while solving for the rotational component. Determining precisely which
is the most robust method for reconstructing the scalar and translational component is a
part of the author's continuing research. As mentioned in section 3.4.1, it is possible to
build a system of equations that solves for both rotation and translation simultaneously.
This extended form can be used to build a translation-capable version of Micheals-Boult.
Results from this form will be published at a later date.
We have not yet discussed the method used to select the input points that generate
the estimates. As written, Micheals-Boult uses a sliding window of size three; vectors
r, s, t, r', s', and t' are generated from the indexes i, i + 1, and i + 2 respectively (see
Figure 4.4). Therefore, n points will yield n - 2 estimates. Observe that for each input
pair (ri, rD such that 3 ~ i ~ n - 2, this pair will be included in the calculation of 3
consecutive estimates (Figure 4.4). This suggests that if Micheals-Boult calculates three
consecutive estimates, each with large values of,p, then there is a high probability that
a mismatch or an outlier lies within the 5 point pairs spanned by this window. (We can
know the outlier's precise location if, and only if, the three consecutive large values of
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Algorithm Micheals-Boult
Input: A set of n (where n 2: 4) vectors representing points before R, and after, R' under-
going an unknown translation t and an unknown rotation through q.
Output: qand t
vector: c, c', r, 1", s, s', t, t'
• 0quatemlOn: q
real: WeightedQsSum, WeightedQxSum
real: WeightedQySum, WeightedQzSum
real: SumOjWeights
real: score, p
c +- centroid(R)
c' +- centroid(R')
for i = 1 to (n - 2) do
1'+---Ri-c
r' +--- R~ - c't
S +--- Ri+l - c
s' +--- R~+ 1 - c'
t +--- Ri+2 - C
t' +--- R~+2 - C'
(q,p) +- Scored Reconstruct-3(r,s, t,r',s', t')
score +- 1/p2
WeightedQsSum +--- qs . score
WeightedQx Sum +- qx . score
WeightedQySum +- qy . score
WeightedQzSum +--- qz . score
SumOjWeights +--- SumOjWeights + score
end for
qs +- WeightedQsSum / SumOjWeights
qx +- WeightedQxSum / SumOjWeights
qy +- WeightedQySum / SumOjWeights
qz +- WeightedQzSum / SumOjWeights
q+- q/llqll
t+-c'-c
return {q, t} P
Figure 4.3: Weighted Reconstruct-N pseudo-code. Using the performance metric, build weight-
ed sums for each component from each quaternion estimate.
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Direction of sliding window Input point pair array
Figure 4.4: Micheals-Boult uses a sliding window for calculating its rotation estimates.
Mismatch or outlier
Figure 4.5: When using a simple sliding window, a mismatch or outlier can result in consecutive
low-scoring estimates - suggesting a simple heuristic that could be used to identify sufficiently
isolated pathological data points.
p are sufficiently isolated.) The author has also seen a significant improvement by using
a sliding window of size n where n > 3. Specifically, within a window of size 4, all
non-overlapping subsets of size 3 were used to generate estimates. With this method, any
outlier or mismatch with a significant distance from another could easily be skipped over.
This comes, of course, with an additional computational expense. In conclusion, it can be
shown how additional heuristics and more intelligent sampling techniques can help isolate
outliers and mismatches.
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CHAPTER 5
Simulations & Evaluation
5.1 Overview
To evaluate the efficacy of the new algorithms, a small-scale, but full-featured simulation
system was developed. In this section, we will first discuss the simulation software used
to test and evaluate. the performance of both the existing and new absolute orientation
algorithms. Then, we present the results of the simulations.
The simulation software was written in an object-oriented nature with c++. All of
the random number generators used in the simulation software are based on the source
code provided in [PTVF92]. The free numerical library newmat [Dav] was used for
many of the matrix applications needed for the implementation of Hom's algorithms.
The source code to the simulation is freely available for the purposes of research and
education. It may be downloaded from http://www . eecs . lehigh. edu/-rjm2/
quaternion/ via the World Wide Web.
Although this thesis includes an appendix of optimized methods, to ensure the validity
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of the original formulations, they were not used in the simulation implementation.
5.2 Overall Process
The overall process of the simulation is straightforward. Generate two collections of vec-
tors - one representing points before, and another representing the corresponding points
after, a transform. In our simulation, we restrict the transform to a translation and rotation;
i.e. we assume there is a unit uniform scalar correspondence. The goal of the simulation
is to:
~ use an absolute orientation algorithm and the input point set data to· extract the
sought-after transform.
~ compare and contrast Hom's absolute orientation algorithm to the new one.
In outline form, the overall simulation process is as follows:
o Generate a set of pre-rotation points R.
@ Generate a random rotation q.
@) Using the pre-rotation points R and the rotation q, generate a corresponding set of
post-rotation points S.
9 Generate outliers and mismatches.
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o Run an absolute orientation algorithm.
<D Evaluate the performance of the algorithm with a set of metrics.
Our simulation differs from previous research by including models of more realistic noise
phenomena. In addition to the standard additive Gaussian noise, our simulation includes
explicit steps to generate outliers and mismatches.
As an aside, in the context of our simulation, when we refer to a "set" it is not in the
strict mathematical sense, but more like an array. Implicitly, a single index may be used
to refer to a pre-transform point and its corresponding post-transform (or a set with some
other quality) point. For instance, it is assumed that the match of each pre-transform point
Some of the important parameters in our simulation are the following:
mp = mismatch probability
wp = outlier probability
n = outlier magnitude
n = number of input point pairs
p = radius of sphere
T = maximum distance of t to the origin
a = magnitude of additive Gaussian noise
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The specific role of each parameter will be explained as they come into context. We now
examine each major step of the simulation in greater detail.
5.2.1 Generate Pre-Transform Points
First, we create the pre-transform data set. The simulation generates a collection of n
random vectors R that could represent points on the surface of a bumpy sphere of radius
p, with a center at ft. The choice of surface is somewhat arbitrary - a bumpy sphere was
chosen out of convenience. Certainly, other shapes could have been selected. Whether or
not a change of this surface would have a significant effect on either Hom's, or the new
algorithm, has not been investigated.
Noise is simulated with a simple additive Gaussian model, with an equal variance a2
in the axial directions. Random vectors generated from the noise model are added to the
original points to create the noisy pre-rotation data set lin.
5.2.2 Generate Rotation
First, to generate a random rotation, we choose four random numbers from a uniform dis-
tribution from -1.0 to 1.0. Each of the random numbers is then assigned to an individual
component of a quatemion q. For the sake of convenience, the scalar component of qis
fixed as positive, with an appropriate adjustment to the vector component. Finally, qis
normalized.
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5.2.3 Generate Post-Transform Points
First, we generate a random vector St to be used for the post-transformation translational
component. Then, using the pre-rotation vectors R and the rotation q, the simulation
generates the set of noiseless counterparts S, adding in St to each point. Next, an additional
Gaussian noise vector, also of variance (j2, is added to each element in S to create the set
of noisy post-rotation vectors Sn.
It is at this point that the simulation significantly departs from previous research by
modeling two types of real-life error phenomena. First, it is possible that our correspon-
dences themselves are imperfect, i.e. they include a number of mismatches. Second,
our input points may include outliers - which we categorize as extremely noisy points.
Sources of mismatches and outliers include bad stereo correspondences, numeric instabil-
ities, and human error.
5.2.4 Simulating Outliers
To simulate the presence of outliers, we start by copying the noisy sets of Rn and Sn
into new outlier sets Rw and Sw. Then, for each point Pi in Rw and Sw, we choose a
random floating-point number k from a uniform distribution spanning 0.0 to 1.0. If k is
less than the input parameter wp , then we generate a point of random direction and random
magnitude (of at maximum n)and replace Pi with the outlier. The simulation makes no
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guarantee that the magnitude of an outlier lies outside a specific range.
5.2.5 Simulating Mismatches
The partially matched set, Sm, is generated in a similar manner. Due to the symmetry of
mismatches, there is no need to generate a pre-rotation mismatch set Hm. The mismatch
set, Sm, starts as a duplicate of Sw. For each point Si in Sn, we choose a random floating-
point number k', from a uniform distribution spanning 0.0 to 1.0. If k' is less than the input
parameter mp, then we choose a random point (uniformly) from Sn, and replace Si with its
value. No special consideration is taken if Si is already an outlier. After its generation, Sm
contains a partially matched post-rotation set with outliers. Therefore, a point in Rw, and
its corresponding point in Sm, could be any of the following types of pairs:
II:i" a correctly matched noisy pre-transform point paired with its corresponding noisy
post-transform point
II:i" a pre-transform outlier paired with a noisy post-transform point
II:i" a noisy pre-transform point paired with a post-transform outlier
II:i" a pre-transform outlier paired with a post-transform outlier
II:i" a pre-transform noisy point incorrectly matched with a noisy post-transform point
II:i" and so on ...
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In summary, after this stage, so far, we have generated:
R set of noiseless pre-transform points
Rn set of noisy pre-transform points
Rw set of noisy pre-transform points, including outliers
q rotation used to generate post-transform points
S set of noiseless post-transform points
Sn set of noisy post-transform points
Sw set of noisy post-transform points, including outliers
Sm set of partially matched, noisy, post-transform points, including outliers
and are now ready to run the algorithms.
5.2.6 Running the Algorithms
The two algorithms analyzed in this thesis are Hom's method, or Hom and Micheals-
Boult. Because we have two categories of pre-rotation point sets and three categories
of post-rotation point sets, it is important to note which sets are being used during the
different stages of the algorithm. The two stages of concern are: one, the determination of
the translational component; and two, the the determination of the rotational component.
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For the translational component, we will calculate the centroids from Rw and 8w -
which are the most likely data sets to which an algorithm would have "access." When
outliers are present, we can expect the centroids (and thus the rotational components)
to change dramatically. Since matches are inherently a component of determining the
rotation, it does not make sense to use Rw and 8m here. Instead, we reserve the use of 8m
for the determination of the rotational component.
As mentioned in section 3.4.2, Horn is rarely implemented in closed form. There-
fore, it is not implemented in closed-form for our simulations, but instead using Jacobi's
method.
5.3 Metrics
A standard part of evaluating any algorithm is determining the metrics to be used when
quantifying their performance. In this section, we will select our metrics, discuss how they
should be used in our simulation, and the significance of their application. Although these
metrics have been developed in the light of Horn and Micheals-Boult, they are general
enough to apply to other absolute orientation algorithms.
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5.3.1 Absolute Quatemion Distance: AQD
To the best of the author's knowledge, a metric that has not yet been used to evaluate
absolute orientation is a measure we will refer to as the absolute quaternion distance,
or AQD. Essentially, the AQD is a measure of proximity between the quatemion used to
generate the post rotation points qand the quatemion estimated from an algorithm. l Given
qand q', the AQD is trivial to compute:
AQD(q, q') = Ilq - q'lI. (5.1)
Since the AQD does not directly use point information in its calculation, the AQD metric is
not directly effected by outliers and mismatches. With an average distance metric, a single
outlier can have a significant effect on the metric. Consequently, observing the distance
metric alone may give the impression that a particular estimate is less accurate than it
actually is. The coupling between metric and system robustness is ,complex - outliers
and mismatches always effect the absolute algorithm itself. The robustness of a metric,
however, may give specific insight into an algorithm's performance.
1Obviously, the AQD is only appropriate in the presence of ground truth.
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.5.3.2 Average Distance Metrics: ADMs
Traditionally, absolute orientation algorithms have sought the transform that minimizes
the average Euclidean distance between transformed (pre-transform) points in R and the
post-rotation points S. At first glance, this informal definition may appear to provide e-
nough specificity for building our metric. However, with access to ground truth, and the
fact that this research models multiple error phenomenon, we mustconsider two important
questions: one, what specific data sets (and combinations thereof) should used to measure
these distances; and two, how do these choices effect the qualities that the metrics evalu-
ate?
Therefore, first consider a general form of the ADM - one that is a function of:
1& a pre-transform data set, R
1& a post-transform data set, S
1& a translation for normalizing the pre-transform data set, r c (usually, but not neces-
sarily the centroid of R).
1& a translation for normalizing the post-transform data set, r c (usually, but not neces-
sarily the centroid of S), and
1& a rotation estimate, q.
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Then,
This more general form of the ADM, provides a uniform way to describe different
variations of the "traditional" distance metric. As in section 3.2, we will also use the
notation ,(X) to represent a function which returns the centroid of a point set X.
5.3.3 Experimental ADM: ADM-E
The first metric we consider is the one which is probably calculated most often; we will
model the ADM used when no ground truth is available. We define the experimental
ADM or ADM-E as
(5.3)
When we wish to reflect situations in which no ground truth is available, there is no choice
but to use the noisy, partially matched, outlier-laden data sets (Rw and 8m ) to calculate the
distance metric. However, since estimating the translation requires no point correspon-
dences, we may use ,(8w), instead of ,(8m ), for the translation normalization.
Notice that even in the presence of a single outlier, the ADM-E may become signif-
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icantly larger, and give an impression that an estimate is less accurate than it actually is.
Mismatches may have similar effects on the ADM-E.
5.3.4 Cleaned ADM: ADM-C
The goal of the cleaned ADM, or ADM-C, is to show how the algorithm performed with
respect to the valid input data, in spite of the presence of outliers and mismatches. The
ADM-C is generated in the same method as the ADM-E, except that points known to be
either mismatches or outliers are explicitly ignored; i.e. they are included neither when
determining distances nor during translational normalization.
Let Re (c for cleaned) and Sc represent:
Rc {rni E Rn : (rni = rwJ 1\ (sni = swJ} (5.4)
Sc {sni E Sn : (rni = rwJ 1\ (sni = swJ} (5.5)
Rc' {rni ERn: (rni = rwJ 1\ (sni = swJ 1\ (Sni = smJ} (5.6)
SCI {sni E Sn : (rni = rwJ 1\ (Sni = swJ 1\ (Sni = smJ}. (5.7)
Essentially, Re and Se are the sets of non-outlier, noisy point pairs that "survived" the
simulation's point generation process. R~ and S~ are the correctly matched subsets of Re
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and Se respectively. Therefore, ADM-C, defined as
(5.8)
is a reflection of an estimate's (q's) performance with respect to valid data, even though
the estimates themselves were obtained with data that included outliers and mismatches.
Synthetic ADM: ADM-8
The last ADM, synthetic ADM, or ADM-S, is a distance metric analogous to the AQD.
Like the ADM-C, it shows how the algorithm performed with respect to the valid input
data. However, instead of using Rn and Sn (the points with additive Gaussian noise), the
original (synthetic) points are used instead.
If Rs and Ss represent
Rs {rni E R: (rni = rwJ 1\ (Sni = swJ} (5.9)
Ss {Sni E S : (rni = rwJ 1\ (sni = swJ} (5.10)
RSI {rni E R : (rni = rwJ 1\ (sni = swJ 1\ (Sni = smJ} (5.11)
Ss' {sni E S : (rni = rwJ 1\ (Sni = swJ 1\ (Sni = smJ} (5.12)
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then
(5.13)
The ADM-S reflects an estimate's (q's) performance with respect to the original, noise-
free, synthetic data, even though the estimates themselves were obtained with data that
included outliers, mismatches, and noise.
In summary, we have presented four different metrics to provide a comprehensive
framework from which absolute orientation algorithms may be analyzed. Two of the met-
rics, AQD and ADM-S, evaluate an absolute orientation algorithm's estimate with respect
to the original, noise-free, synthetic data. ADM-E evaluates the estimate without ground
truth, and ADM-C shows how the algorithm performs with respect to the valid, but noisy,
input data.
On the Merits of Metrics
As mentioned previously, the majority of previous absolute orientation research attempts
to find the transform that minimizes the sum of the squared distances between the pre-
transform and post-transformation points. If our input data is free of outliers and mis-
matches, then, for non-degenerate cases, any method based on this criterion (including
Hom's) will achieve the same minimal ADM-E and ADM-C values. Therefore, in this
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"ideal" situation, it is theoretically impossible to outperform a least-squares approach
on these ADM metrics. As will be shown in Section 5.4, however, on some occasions,
Micheals-Boult may achieve (slightly) lower ADM values than Horn for the same data set.
This is most likely due to numerical instabilities within: Jacobian Eigen-decomposition,
extremely small angles of rotation, and floating-point roundoff errors.
The presence of mismatches and outliers significantly changes the very nature of the
absolute orientation problem. For instance, Hom's algorithm is founded on the assump-
tion that all of the input points are correctly matched, complete, and free of outliers. These
very assumptions, however, ,allow least-squares approaches to achieve high-accuracy esti-
mates, even in the face of Gaussian noise with large a2• When the original assumptions
made by least-squares approaches are violated, one can not expect these algorithms to
consistently produce optimal results. Therefore, the fact that Micheals-Boult does not as-
sume mismatch and outlier free data is both a strength and a weakness of the algorithm.
The algorithm does not require perfectly matched input data with purely Gaussian noise
to perform well. However, it simply cannot match the performance of least-squares ap-
proaches when the input data is outlier and mismatch free - these assumptions are not an
inherent part of the algorithm's model. In statistical terms, we are simply trading statistical
efficiency for robustness.
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5.4 Results
Although the number of simulation parameters is relatively small (less than 10), the num-
ber of potential simulations is quite large. The simulations discussed in this section pro-
duce results that typify a much larger set of experimentations performed by the author.
Readers interested in running the simulations, with parameters other than those discussed
in this thesis, are invited to download the simulation software from the World Wide Web
at http: / lwww.eecs . lehigh. edu/-rjm2/quaternion.
Each cell in figures 5.1-5.4 is a normalized comparative histogram image. For each
cell, all simulation parameters were fixed, except for the random seed used to generate the
input data points. Each histogram image was built in the following manner:
o For each iteration, generate an independent data set by changing the random seed.
Each iteration represents a single, unique, experiment.
@ Evaluate the aforementioned metrics using the estimates from the Hom and Micheals-
Boult algorithms.
~ Plot a single point on a graph - the point's x coordinate corresponding to Hom's
value for a particular metric, and the point's y coordinate corresponding to the
Micheals-Boult value for that same metric. Therefore, a point that lies above the
main diagonal represents a data set for which the Micheals-Boult value for the met-
ric was lower than Hom's value. A point that lies below the main diagonal indicates
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the inverse.
o After all the points are plotted, quantize the graph into pixel regions.
o Map the number of points per pixel region to a grey-level. Assign the darkest (black-
est) value to regions with the highest point count. Assign the lightest (whitest) value
to regions with the lowest point count (always zero in the results presented here).
Intermediate grey levels represent pixel densities that have been scaled linearly.
Each image has been generated from 10, OOOiterations, and quantized to 100 x 100 pixels.
Since each normalization is done per graph, a grey-level from a pixel in one cell may not
represent the same points per area ratio as another.
Each figure (from Figures 5.1-5.4) represents a series of histogram images created
from simulations in which all but one parameter have been fixed. Each of the five rows of
the grid corresponds to the histogram images of all four different metrics for one particular
value of the free parameter. Each column of the grid corresponds to the histogram images
of a single metric for each of the selected values of the free parameter.
Changing the Noise Magnitude
Figure 5.2 shows the typical behavior of Hom and Micheals-Boult with various noise
magnitudes. For this series of configurations, p ~ 5.0, wp = 0.0, n - 30, T = 10.0,
and mp = 0.01. Since this series is primarily concerned with effect of noise, the mis-
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match probability mp has been set to an extremely low value so that the vast majority of
experiments will contain no mismatches whatsoever. Our free parameter, (J = n, where'
n E {0.025, 0.050, 0.100, 0.250, 0.500}
varies in the figure from top to bottom. In this series, our probability of mismatch is ex-
tremely low (approximately 0.30 points per experiment will be mismatched). Since there
are no outliers, most of these experiments provide environments for which a least-squares
approach is best suited. Figures 5.2 and 5.6 confirm that in these nearly-ideal situations,
Hom consistently outperforms Micheals-Boult. Clusters with a vertical orientation indi-
cate that the metric values from Hom remained in both a smaller and lower range than the
corresponding metric values from Micheals-Boult.
Changing the Probability of Mismatch
Figure 5.1 shows the typical behavior of Hom and Micheals-Boult with various probabili-
ties of mismatch. For this series of configurations, p ~ 5.0, wp = 0.0, n = 30, T = 10.0,
(J = 0.05 (approximately 1% of the radius of the bumpy sphere), and mp = p where
P E {0.05, 0.10, 0.15,0.20, 0.30}
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varies in the figure from top to bottom. It is the opinion of the author that few experiments
using Hom or Micheals-Boult would have a mismatch probability much higher than 30%.
If this is the case, the author recommends either improving the matching process or using
a different algorithm entirely.
As can be seen in the ADM-C, ADM-S, and AQD columns of Figure 5.1, and Fig-
ure 5.5, most of the data points lie below the main diagonal; i.e. in favor ofMicheals-Boult.
This particular set of simulation parameters is typical of experiments performed with a
Gaussian noise of small a - Micheals-Boult can yield high-accuracy estimates, despite
a moderately high probability of mismatch (up to 30% in this instance). Most of the data
points in the ADM-C, ADM-S, and AQD columns fall significantly below the main diag-
onal, and lie within a linear-like cluster that hugs the lower horizontal axis. This reflects
the author's findings when performing simulations with similar parameters: for low-noise,
outlier-free configurations, the majority of the Micheals-Boult metric values tend to remain
witha smaller interval than Hom's, despite an increasing mismatch probability.
The graphs of the ADM-E are quite different from their ADM counterparts. In this
column, the majority of points are below the main diagonal, but not far from it. If only the
ADM-E is considered, then one could legitimately draw the conclusion that in these con-
figurations, Micheals-Boult and Hom produce comparable estimates. However, the high-
density regions of ADM-C, ADM-S, and AQD clearly indicate that in this configuration
Micheals-Boult possesses a higher resiliency to mismatches and can produce estimates of
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higher accuracy than Hom.
Note that for mp = 0.05, the fraction of points favoring Micheals-Boult for all metrics
is approximately 60%. With n = 30, then the average number of mismatches per experi-
ment is only 1.5. Because a large number of experiments have no mismatched points, we
expect Hom to outperform Micheals-Boult in these circumstances.
Changing the Nature of Outliers and the Number of Inputs
In this section, we examine how Hom and Micheals-Boult react to outliers, the number
of input data point pairs, and whether or not the translational component is known or
unknown. For Figures 5.3 and 5.4 all experiments were performed with p ~ 5.0, mp =
0.10, wp = 0.05, n = 20.0, and () = 0.10 (approximately 2% of the radius of the bumpy
sphere). In both Figures 5.3 and 5.4, the number of input point pairs was selected as the
free parameter and was varied among {20, 50, 100, 250, 500}. However, in the simulations
of Figure 5.3 and 5.7, we assume that our translational component is known a priori.
Figures 5.4 and 5.8 were created from experiments in which the translational component
was unknown (T = 10.0).
Why perform two separate series? Outliers and the translational component are more
tightly coupled to both Hom and Micheals-Boult (more so than the presence of mismatch-
es). With an unknown translation, both Hom and Micheals-Boult use the centroids for
their translational estimates. Additionally, in this simulation, there is no explicit step for
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removing outliers from the point set from which we calculate the centroids; therefore,
both algorithms will calculate the (same) translational estimate from outlier-laden data.
We have already discussed (in Section 3.4.3) how the inclusion of outliers can have an
enormous (undesirable!) impact on least-squares approaches. Since estimating the trans-
lation via centroids is itself a least-squares approach, it too, will be particularly sensitive
to outliers. The experiments shown in 5.4 and 5.8 confirm this. For n < 100, neither
algorithm clearly outperforms the other. For n > 250, however, the ADM-C, ADM-S,
and AQD show that, in this series, Horn outperforms Micheals-Boult. This indicates that
for large n, Micheals-Boult is more sensitive to a noisy translation estimate that Horn.
As shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.7, Micheals-Boultperforms similarly as it did in Figures
5.1 and 5.5. In the experiments of Figure 5.1, about 30% of our input points were invalid.
In this experiment (Figures 5.3 and 5.7), only 15% of our input points were invalid, but our
noise, a has doubled. As shown in Figure 5.7, the fraction of points in favor of Micheals-
Boult is still significantly greater than those in favor of Horn, but due to the increased noise
levels, the fraction is lower than those of Figure 5.5. Notice that when our translation is
known, Micheals-Boult (in general) provides more accurate estimates for all of the tested
number of points: affirming the conclusion that, Micheals-Boult, while it is significantly
more robust to outliers and mismatches in the rotational component than Horn, Horn better
handles a translational estimate corrupted by outliers and mismatches.
How can the robustness of the translational component estimate be increased? As
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considered in section 3.4.1, it is possible to extend the original matrix of equation (3.15)
so that a rotational and translational estimate can be calculated simultaneously. Such an
extension does not rely upon the centroid for the translation estimate; and may prove to be
an even more robust approach. The author is currently investigating various extensions of
Micheals-Boult that incorporate the closed-form solutions of 3.16. Preliminary results are
promlSlng.
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ADM-E ADM-C ADM-S AQD
3.0,---------,,· 3.0,---------" 3.0,--------"
/
0.3,-------"'"";1
/
p=O.05 /
./'
V/
0.30.0
0.3.----------"
3.00.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0
3.0.----------" 3.0.---------" 3.0.----------"
.'
.'
.'
"
.'
p=O.lO .' .'
3.0.----------" 3.0,-------.--".. 3.0,---------;'1
.'
0.3,--------"
0.3
.'
0.03.03.0 0.0
.'
3.0 0.0
.'
.'
.'
.'
.'
.'
.'
.'
p=O.l5
0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.3
3.0,-------"'"";1 3.0,-------....".· 3.0,-------...." 0.3,-------"'"";1
3.0
0.3.----------"
p=O.20
p=0.30
3.0
.'
"
.'
.'
.'
.'
3.0 0.0
,-------...." 3.0,---------"
0.0 0.3
0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.3
Figure 5.1: A series of simulations in which all simulation parameters were fixed except for the
mismatch probability mp, where mp E {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30}. For this series, p :::::: 5.0,
wp = 0.0, n = 30, T = 10.0, and (J = 0.05.
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ADM-E ADM-C ADM-S AQD
1.5,-----------", 1.5,-----------" 1.5.----------" 0.3,-------;,
/
0.025 ./'
/
" 0.30.0
0.3 ,-----------;,
1515 0.00.0 1.5 0.0
1.5,-----------;, 1.5,----------, 1.5,-----------;,
0.050
0.30.0151.5 0.00.0
0.500
0.0 1.5 0.0 1.5 0.0 15 0.0 0.3
1.5 1.5 1.5 0.3
0.100
"
;.: ,t,'
0.0 1.5 0.0 15 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.3
1.5 1.5 1.5 0.3
0.250 /;.. /l'
0.0 1.5 0.0 15 0.3
1.5 1.5 0.3
Figure 5.2: A series of simulations in which all simulations parameters were fixed except for
the noise magnitude (J', where (J' E {0.025, 0.050, 0.100, 0.250, 0.500}. For this series, p ::::: 5.0,
wp = 0.0, n = 30, T = 10.0, and mp = 0.01.
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ADM-E ADM-C ADM-S AQD
2.5,-------~ 2.5.-------~ 2.5,-----------;'f 0.3r------~
n=20
0.0 2.5 0.0
2.5,----------,.,....."" 2.5.--------, 0.3r------~
n=50
0.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.3
2.5,---------..,." 2.5.-------~2.5 0.3
n=100
0.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.3
2.5 2.5 2.5 0.3
n=250
~,.
0.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.3
2.5
,/ 2.5 2.5 0.3
n=500
.:.... ~..
0.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.3
Figure 5.3: A series of simulations in which the translational component of the transform is
known, and all simulation parameters were fixed except for the number of inputs n, where n E
{20, 50,100,250, 500}. For this series, p ~ 5.0, mp = 0.10, wp = 0.05, n = 20.0, and a = 0.10.
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ADM-E ADM-C ADM-S AQD
2.5.----------= 2.5r---------:] 2.5r------~ 0.3 .----------;,
OJ
OJ
0.3r---------;']
2.5
2.52.5 0.0
2.5 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5r---------", 2.5r----------;-
2.5 0.0 2.5 OJ
2.5r----------c':I 2.5r---------:] 2.5 OJ
2.5 OJ
2.5.----------..", 2.5,....---------, 2.5 0.3
n=50
n=250
n=100
n=20
2.5.---------/-•••...=.. 2.5,....-------;, 2.5r----------:I
f
.-,
0.3r------~
n=500
.'
.'
.'
0.0 2.5 0.0 OJ
Figure 5.4: A series of simulations in which the translational component of the transform is
unknown, and all simulation parameters were fixed except for the number of inputs n, where n E
{20, 50,100,250, 500}. For this series, p ~ 5.0, mp = 0.10, wp = 0.05, n = 20.0, and (J = 0.10.
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m p ADM-E ADM-C ADM-8 AQD
0.05 0.6427 0.6494 0.6511 0.6581
0.10 0.8189 0.8244 0.8231 0.8299
0.15 0.8814 0.8863 0.8853 0.8929
0.20 0.9100 0.9133 0.9132 0.9239
0.30 0.9287 0.9286 0.9290 0.9410
Figure 5.5: The precise fraction of histogram points for which the Micheals-Boult estimate out-
performed Horn's when altering the probability of mismatch. The values in each cell in this chart
correspond to the fraction of points below the main diagonal in its corresponding cell in Figure 5.1.
See the text for the precise values used in the simulations.
(J" ADM-E ADM-C ADM-8 AQD
0.025 0.2774 0.2784 0.3041 0.3074
0.050 0.2424 0.2462 0.2692 0.2732
0.100 0.1846 0.1897 0.2061 0.2122
0.250 0.0787 0.0835 0.0743 0.0893
0.500 0.0703 0.0684 0.0200 0.0372
Figure 5.6: The precise fraction of histogram points for which the Micheals-Boult estimate outper-
formed Horn's when altering the magnitude of Gaussian noise. The values in each cell in this chart
correspond to the fraction of points below the main diagonal in its corresponding cell in Figure 5.2.
See the text for the precise values used in the simulations.
n ADM-E ADM-C ADM-8 AQD
20 0.8183 0.8804 0.8812 0.8925
50 0.9082 0.9342 0.9330 0.9441
100 0.9031 0.9224 0.9129 0.9309
250 0.8662 0.8842 0.8841 0.8920
500 0.8170 0.8398 0.8448 0.8458
Figure 5.7: The precise fraction ofhistogram points for which the Micheals-Boult estimate outper-
formed Horn's in the series of experiments with outliers, mismatches, and a known translational
component. The values in each cell in this chart correspond to the fraction of points below the
main diagonal in its corresponding cell in Figure 5.3. See the text for the precise values used in the
simulations.
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n ADM-E ADM-C ADM-8 AQD
20 0.6099 0.5080 0.5014 0.5470
50 0.5347 0.4944 0.4893 0.5472
100 0.6060 0.4503 0.4431 0.4870
250 0.5654 0.3233 0.3142 0.3520
500 0.5216 0.2088 0.1951 0.2324
Figure 5.8: The precise fraction of histogram points for which the Micheals-Boult estimate out-
performed Horn's in the series of experiments with outliers, mismatches, and an unknown transla-
tional component. The values in each cell in this chart correspond to the fraction of points below
the main diagonal in its corresponding cell in Figure 5.4. See the text for the precise values used in
the simulations.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
As stated in the abstract, in this thesis, a novel, compact, purely quatemion-based closed-
form solution to the absolute orientation problem was introduced. At the core of the new
research is the discovery of the linear relationship between the products of the components
of the absolute orientation quatemion and the points themselves. These products can be
expressed as a ratio of sums and differences of triple products. The compact nature of
the new form also allows algebraic-form exploration of the new formulation's response to
noisy input.
This basic three-point formulation was then extended, via a RANSAC-like framework,
into the algorithm Micheals-Boult which can handle an arbitrary number of input points.
Micheals-Boult, through repeated subsampling, creates a collection of estimates, each with
their own "performance" metric which reflects the general accuracy of the estimate. The
final rotation estimate is calculated via a weighted average of the estimate collection.
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Some implementation issues were not considered. First, although an optimized form
of one of the new reconstruction algorithms is provided, it was not used in simulation. In
addition, the weighting function used in Micheals-Boult was not implemented in a piece-
wise linear fashion.
A series of metrics for evaluating the performance of an absolute orientation algorithm
was also introduced. Through simulation, these metrics were applied to quantitatively
compare Hom's [Hor87] least-squares approach to the new algorithms. The simulations
indicated, that in many situations, Micheals-Boult is a more robust algorithm than previous
research. The simulations also revealed the importance of obtaining an accurate transla-
tional component estimate. Without a specific provision for dealing with outliers, neither
Hom's algorithm nor Micheals-Boult performs particularly well.
In what ways can the determination of the translational component be made more ro-
bust? A significant amount of previous research makes the same assumptions this research
has made; that using the centroids is sufficient. Preliminary findings by the author suggest
that the extended form of the systems introduced in this thesis may be able to provide
this needed resiliency. Other directions being investigated by the author include automat-
ic transform estimate grouping and clustering, so that input data that includes multiple
objects making independent rotations may also be handled.
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APPENDIX A
Quaternion Mathematics
The mathematical construct of a quaternion dates back to William Hamilton's (posthu-
mous) 1866 book, Elements of Quaternions [Ham66]. While exploring vector calculus,
his desire to define a "quotient" of two vectors led to the development of quatemions and
an extensive calculus based upon them. Fortunately, only a simple subset of Hamilton's
quatemion calculus is required for representing rotations.
A.I The Quaternion as a Mathematical Construct
Formally, a quatemion is simply an ordered 4-tuple of real numbers. Quatemions have
two popular "intuitive" interpretations. The first is to consider a quatemion as a "very"
complex number - a real number with three imaginary components as opposed to one.
For instance,
(A. 1)
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The interpretation that is better inclined towards the representation of rotations is to view
the quatemion is a $calar coupled with a three-dimensional (Cartesian) vector. This view
is reflected in the more popular notation
q= (q, q). (A.2)
Although in many texts and papers, the scalar component of a quatemion is usually not
denoted with a subscript, for the purpose of clarity, in this thesis, we use the less ambiguous
notation
(A.3)
where q is shorthand for the three-dimensional vector (qx, qy, qz).
A.2 Using Quaternions to Represent Rotations
We only need three simple operations to start using quatemions to represent rotations:
normalization, conjugation, and multiplication. The norm, or magnitude, of a quatemion
maps the quatemion to a scalar via
(A.4)
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The magnitude of a quatemion can also be defined as a function of a quatemion dot prod-
uct. The dot product of pand qis represented as
The square of the magnitude of qis therefore
11 0112 0 0q = q. q.
(A.S)
(A.6)
A quatemion can be normalized by dividing each of its components (both scalar and
vector) by its norm. A quatemion with a norm of 1 is considered to be a unit quatemion.
The definition of a quatemion's conjugate is analogous to that of traditional complex
numbers (the set of quatemions are closed under conjugation):
(A.?)
Finally, -the set of quatemions is closed under the following definition of multiplication:
pq = (pq - p . q, pq +qp +P x q). (A.8)
Note that due to the inclusion of a cross-product operator, quatemion multiplication does
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not commute, although it does associate. It will be shown later that the closed nature of
the set of quaternions under multiplication will allow us to easily compound rotations.
We can now show how quaternions can be used to represent rotations. We will start at
a purely vector representation and a purely quaternion representation and meet somewhere
in the middle. By the Rodriguez formula, a vector r rotated about a unit-vector axis uby
() degrees, becomes r' by the relationship
r' = (cos())r+ (sin())u x r+ (l-cos())(u·r)r.
In the quaternion domain, the rotation transform can be accomplished by
0 1 0 a 0*
r = qrq
(A.9)
(A.IO)
where r' = (0, r') and r = (0, r). Ifqis a unit quaternion, then equation (A. 10) becomes
r' = (q; - q. q)r+ 2qsq x r+ 2(q· r)q.
Now, with the trigonometric identities,
2sin (()/2) cos (()/2) = sin ()
cas2 (()/2) - sin2 (()/2) = cas(),
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(A. II)
(A.l2)
(A.l3)
and the elegant substitutions,
A.2. Using Quaternions to Represent Rotations
qs = cos (0/2)
q = sin (0/2)
(A.14)
(A.15)
Equation A.I0 reduces to the Rodriguez formula. Therefore, given the unit quaternion
q= (sin (0/2), cos (0/2)u) , (A.16)
.where 0 and uare the desired angle and unit axis of rotation, the post-rotation r' is uniquely
determined by the quaternion multiplication
(A. I?)
It is important to note that like all rotations, reversing both the axis and angle of rotation
does not have an effect on the post-rotation points. Therefore, since
0' 000 (0) 0( 0*)r = qrq* = -q r -q , (A.18)
every rotation corresponds to two unique quaternions. Like rotation matrices, quaternions
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also allow multiple transformations to be compounded. I For instance, suppose our pre-
rotation vector r (which we will now freely interchange with its quatemion representation
r) undergoes a rotati0n through qto become r' and then through pto become r". Then
all 00/0* 0(000*)0* (00)0(00)*r = pr p = p qrq p = pq r pq (A. 19)
since q*p* = (pq)*. With quatemions, compounding rotations incurs a multiplication of
quatemions, instead of costlier matrix multiplications.
lThe computer graphics community particularly appreciates this ability, and usually expects it of a ro-
tation representation. Graphics applications, however, rarely perform explicit quaternion multiplication and
cast them to matrixes instead.
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Optimized Methods
B.I Optimized Method Source Code
The following is a segment of C-style source code describing a Maple™ optimized method
for simultaneously calculating the results of equations (3.18)-(3.27). In this code, we
assume that the input vectors have already been normalized according to their uniform
scalar and translational components, and that the substitutions
r1 { Rx, Ry, Rz }
r2 { Sx, Sy, Sz }
r3 { Tx, Ty, T }
81 { RxP, RyP, RzP }
82 { SxP, SyP, SzP }
83 { TxP, TyP, TzP }
have been made. The results of the calculations are stored in :
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The optimized code is as follows:
B.l. Optimized Method Source Code
qyz qyqz.
t1 Rz * Tx;
t2 tl * SzP;
t4 TzP * Rz * SX;
t5 Sx * Ty;
t6 RyP * t5;
t7 Ry * Sx;
t8 TyP * t7 ;
t9 = Rx * Ty;
tI0 SyP * t9;
t12 SyP * Tx * Ry;
t13 Sz * Rx;
t14 t13 * TzP;
t15 Tx * Sz;
t16 t15 * RzP;
t17 Tz * Rx;
t18 t17 * SzP;
t19 Tx * Sy;
t20 RyP * t19;
t2I Sx * Tz;
t22 t2I * RzP;
t23 Sy * Rx;
t24 TyP * t23;
t25 -t2 + t4 - t6 + t8 + tlO - tl2 - tl4 + tl6 + tl8 + t20 - t22 - t24;
t26 tl * Sy;
t27 Sx * Rz;
t28 Ty * t27;
t29 tl7 * Sy;
t30 t13 * Ty;
t3I t15 * Ry;
t32 t2I * Ry;
t34 1 / (t26 - t28 - t29 + t30 - t3I + t32);
qsqx -t34 * t25/4;
t36 Ty * Rz;
t37 SzP * t36;
t38 Tz * Ry;
t39 SzP * t38;
t4I RzP * Sz * Ty;
t43 RxP * Sx * .Ty;
t45 RxP * Tx * Sy;
t47 RzP * Tz * Sy;
t48 Sz * Ry;
t49 TzP * t48;
t50 TxP * t23;
t5I SxP * t9;
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t74 - t76;
t67 + t68;
t22 + t2;
t52 - t56;
+ t64 + t66 + t67 + t68 - t70 + t72 - t73
t62 - t70 + t72 t66 + t73 + t74 - t76
t6 - t24 - t18 + t8 - t12 + t20 - t4 +
t37 + t4l - t43 + t45 - t47 + t5l - t50 +
TxP * t7;
Sy * Rz;
TzP * t53;
Ry * Tx;
SxP * t55;
-t37 + t39 + t4l + t43 - t45 - t47 - t49 + t50 - t5l - t52 + t54 + t56;
-t34 * t57/4;
Sz * TxP * Rx;
TyP * t48;
RxP * t15;
Ty * Sz;
RyP * t63;
Tz * SxP * Rx;
TxP * t27;
TyP * t53;
Rz * SyP * Ty;
Tz * SyP * Ry;
RxP * t2l;
SxP * tl;
RyP * Tz * Sy;
-t60 t6l + t62
t64 t6l + t60
t14 - tl6 + tlO
-t49 + t39 + t54 -
t34 * t77/4;
t34 * t79/4;
t34 * t8l/4;
t34 * t83/4;
RzP * t5;
SxP * t38;
SzP * t55;
TxP * t53;
Tz * Sy * RxP;
RzP * t19;
RyP * tl5;
SyP * tl7;
t85 - t86 + t87 - t88 + t90 - t9l - t32 - t30 + t92 + t3l + t29 + t93;
RyP * t2l;
TyP * tl3;
TyP * t27;
SyP * tl;
TzP * t23;
RxP * t63;
TxP * t48;
TzP * t7;
sxP * t36;
Ty * SzP * Rx;
-t95 - t96 - t26 + t97 + t28 - t98 + t99 - tlOO + tlOl - tl02 + tl03 - tl05;
-t34 * (t94 + tl06) /4;
t85 + t86 + t87 + t88 - t90 - t9l + t32 + t30 + t92 - t3l - t29 + t93;
-t95 - t96 + t26 + t97 - t28 - t98 + t99 - tl02 - tl03 + tlOO - tlOl tl05;
t34 * (tl09 + tllO)/4;
-t85 + t86 - t87 + t88 - t90 + t9l - t32 - t30 + t92 + t3l + t29 + t93;
-t95 - t96 - t26 + t97 + t28 - t98 - t99 + tl02 - tl03 + tlOO - tlOl + tl05)
-t34 * (t1l3 + t1l4) /4;
-t85 - t86 - t87 - t88 + t90 + t9l + t32 + t30 + t92 - t3l - t29 + t93;
-t95 - t96 + t26 + t97 - t28 - t98 - t99 + tl02 + tl03 - tlOO + tlOl + tl05;
t34 * (t1l7 + t1l8)/4;
t52
t53
t54
t55
t56
t57
qsqy
t60
t6l
t62
t63
t64
t66
t67
t68
t70
t72
t73
t74
t76
t77
t79
t8l
t83
qsqz
qxqy
qyqz
qxqz
t85
t86
t87
t88
t90
t91
t92
t93
t94
t95
t96
t97
t98
t99
tlOO
tlOl
tl02
tl03
tl05
tl06
qsqs
tl09
tllO
qxqx
t1l3
t1l4
qyqy
t1l7
t1l8
qzqz
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